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This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to
say "Happy Birthday" to any child named WELLS.
Celebrate WELLS' birthday with a personalized book
full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes for
kids. Throughout the delightful story, adorable
animals offer birthday wishes for WELLS, leading to
the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a different
name, do not buy this book. Search Amazon for this
birthday book by Suzanne Marshall with the name
you want or go to LiveWellMedia.com to order this
birthday book with ANY name. If you're looking for
birthday gifts for kids, this beautiful birthday book is
perfect. It features sweet rhymes and colorful
illustrations to engage and enchant children.
Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her
birthday book. My daughter turned one last month,
and she picks this birthday book out at least once a
day for me to read it to her. I plan on purchasing the
Christmas equivalent as well! Updated review: I
forgot I had written a review already. But after 4
months since my last review, this is still a go-to book
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for my daughter. She now makes the animal sounds,
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points to all the balloons, and identifies the individual
animals with sounds on the party page. ~ AC Blake
loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old and smart
as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys
laugh and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so
much! I love your books & so do my grandchildren. ~
Diane M Loved it and ordered a second one. Very
cute and personal children's book. It makes a great
birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect
1st birthday present for my niece! ~ Christina I was
very pleased and recommended it to co-workers. It
would really be a great purchase for a child with a
unique or unusual name. I will order another birthday
book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this birthday
book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday book
for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest book
for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday ~
Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy
birthday to a child, this birthday book is perfect!
Firstly, we have filled this birthday book with birthday
poems for kids. Not only are poems fun for kids, but
poems for kids can improve reading and language
skills. Secondly, children delight in hearing their
name read aloud. In fact, studies show that namerepetition can boost attention and self-esteem in
children. With this in mind, this personalized birthday
book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
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Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful
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and fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness,
joy and love. So inspire a child today with this
beautiful birthday book. Keywords include: happy
birthday kids, birthday book, birthday books for kids,
happy first birthday, happy 1st birthday, birthday
wishes for kids, happy birthday wishes for kids,
birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for kids,
personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts
for kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to
say "Happy Birthday" to any child named LUCIAN.
Celebrate LUCIAN's birthday with a personalized
book full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes
for kids. Throughout the delightful story, adorable
animals offer birthday wishes for LUCIAN, leading to
the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a different
name, do not buy this book. Search Amazon for this
birthday book by Suzanne Marshall with the name
you want or go to LiveWellMedia.com to order this
birthday book with ANY name. If you're looking for
birthday gifts for kids, this beautiful birthday book is
perfect. It features sweet rhymes and colorful
illustrations to engage and enchant children.
Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her
birthday book. My daughter turned one last month,
and she picks this birthday book out at least once a
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Christmas equivalent as well! Updated review: I
forgot I had written a review already. But after 4
months since my last review, this is still a go-to book
for my daughter. She now makes the animal sounds,
points to all the balloons, and identifies the individual
animals with sounds on the party page. ~ AC Blake
loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old and smart
as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys
laugh and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so
much! I love your books & so do my grandchildren. ~
Diane M Loved it and ordered a second one. Very
cute and personal children's book. It makes a great
birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect
1st birthday present for my niece! ~ Christina I was
very pleased and recommended it to co-workers. It
would really be a great purchase for a child with a
unique or unusual name. I will order another birthday
book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this birthday
book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday book
for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest book
for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday ~
Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy
birthday to a child, this birthday book is perfect!
Firstly, we have filled this birthday book with birthday
poems for kids. Not only are poems fun for kids, but
poems for kids can improve reading and language
skills. Secondly, children delight in hearing their
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repetition can boost attention and self-esteem in
children. With this in mind, this personalized birthday
book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful
and fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness,
joy and love. So inspire a child today with this
beautiful birthday book. Keywords include: happy
birthday kids, birthday book, birthday books for kids,
happy first birthday, happy 1st birthday, birthday
wishes for kids, happy birthday wishes for kids,
birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for kids,
personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts
for kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to
say "Happy Birthday" to any child named LEGACY.
Celebrate LEGACY's birthday with a personalized
book full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes
for kids. Throughout the delightful story, adorable
animals offer birthday wishes for LEGACY, leading
to the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a
different name, do not buy this book. Search
Amazon for this birthday book by Suzanne Marshall
with the name you want or go to LiveWellMedia.com
to order this birthday book with ANY name. If you're
looking for birthday gifts for kids, this beautiful
birthday book is perfect. It features sweet rhymes
and colorful illustrations to engage and enchant
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Book by Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves
her birthday book. My daughter turned one last
month, and she picks this birthday book out at least
once a day for me to read it to her. I plan on
purchasing the Christmas equivalent as well!
Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this
is still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes
the animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and
identifies the individual animals with sounds on the
party page. ~ AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's
5 years old and smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~
Cynthia A. My grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see
my boys laugh and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you
so much! I love your books & so do my
grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved it and ordered a
second one. Very cute and personal children's book.
It makes a great birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five
Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my niece! ~
Christina I was very pleased and recommended it to
co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
child with a unique or unusual name. I will order
another birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars.
Love this birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased.
Fun birthday book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute.
Perfect guest book for her 1st birthday party. Cute
idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice If you are looking for a
way to say happy birthday to a child, this birthday
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book with birthday poems for kids. Not only are
poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can improve
reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact,
studies show that name-repetition can boost
attention and self-esteem in children. With this in
mind, this personalized birthday book makes a
wonderful birthday gift for kids. Finally, not only is
this birthday book bright, colorful and fun, but it's
inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and love.
So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids,
birthday book, birthday books for kids, happy first
birthday, happy 1st birthday, birthday wishes for
kids, happy birthday wishes for kids, birthday poems
for kids, birthday gifts for kids, personalized
children's books, personalized books for kids,
personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for kids.
Happy 1st Birthday Guest Book. This Guest book
contains: To Celebrate title page for writing the
birthday person's name and date 100 individual
pages for guests to write in their names and happy
messages Size 8.5 x 8.5 in (21.6 x 21.6 cm) This
Guest Book is for Birthday party and celebration of
the one you love. This is a wonderful way to invite
and ask guests to write down their Birthday wishes
and any good memories together with the Birthday
person. It will be a great keepsake gift for the
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wonderful 1st Birthday!
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to
say "Happy Birthday" to any child named JANA.
Celebrate JANA's birthday with a personalized book
full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes for
kids. Throughout the delightful story, adorable
animals offer birthday wishes for JANA, leading to
the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a different
name, do not buy this book. Search Amazon for this
birthday book by Suzanne Marshall with the name
you want or go to LiveWellMedia.com to order this
birthday book with ANY name. If you're looking for
birthday gifts for kids, this beautiful birthday book is
perfect. It features sweet rhymes and colorful
illustrations to engage and enchant children.
Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her
birthday book. My daughter turned one last month,
and she picks this birthday book out at least once a
day for me to read it to her. I plan on purchasing the
Christmas equivalent as well! Updated review: I
forgot I had written a review already. But after 4
months since my last review, this is still a go-to book
for my daughter. She now makes the animal sounds,
points to all the balloons, and identifies the individual
animals with sounds on the party page. ~ AC Blake
loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old and smart
as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
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laugh and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so
much! I love your books & so do my grandchildren. ~
Diane M Loved it and ordered a second one. Very
cute and personal children's book. It makes a great
birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect
1st birthday present for my niece! ~ Christina I was
very pleased and recommended it to co-workers. It
would really be a great purchase for a child with a
unique or unusual name. I will order another birthday
book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this birthday
book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday book
for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest book
for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday ~
Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy
birthday to a child, this birthday book is perfect!
Firstly, we have filled this birthday book with birthday
poems for kids. Not only are poems fun for kids, but
poems for kids can improve reading and language
skills. Secondly, children delight in hearing their
name read aloud. In fact, studies show that namerepetition can boost attention and self-esteem in
children. With this in mind, this personalized birthday
book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful
and fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness,
joy and love. So inspire a child today with this
beautiful birthday book. Keywords include: happy
birthday kids, birthday book, birthday books for kids,
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wishes for kids, happy birthday wishes for kids,
birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for kids,
personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts
for kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to
say "Happy Birthday" to any child named TRISTIAN.
Celebrate TRISTIAN's birthday with a personalized
book full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes
for kids. Throughout the delightful story, adorable
animals offer birthday wishes for TRISTIAN, leading
to the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a
different name, do not buy this book. Search
Amazon for this birthday book by Suzanne Marshall
with the name you want or go to LiveWellMedia.com
to order this birthday book with ANY name. If you're
looking for birthday gifts for kids, this beautiful
birthday book is perfect. It features sweet rhymes
and colorful illustrations to engage and enchant
children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday
Book by Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves
her birthday book. My daughter turned one last
month, and she picks this birthday book out at least
once a day for me to read it to her. I plan on
purchasing the Christmas equivalent as well!
Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this
is still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes
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identifies the individual animals with sounds on the
party page. ~ AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's
5 years old and smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~
Cynthia A. My grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see
my boys laugh and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you
so much! I love your books & so do my
grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved it and ordered a
second one. Very cute and personal children's book.
It makes a great birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five
Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my niece! ~
Christina I was very pleased and recommended it to
co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
child with a unique or unusual name. I will order
another birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars.
Love this birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased.
Fun birthday book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute.
Perfect guest book for her 1st birthday party. Cute
idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice If you are looking for a
way to say happy birthday to a child, this birthday
book is perfect! Firstly, we have filled this birthday
book with birthday poems for kids. Not only are
poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can improve
reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact,
studies show that name-repetition can boost
attention and self-esteem in children. With this in
mind, this personalized birthday book makes a
wonderful birthday gift for kids. Finally, not only is
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this birthday book bright, colorful and fun, but it's
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inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and love.
So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids,
birthday book, birthday books for kids, happy first
birthday, happy 1st birthday, birthday wishes for
kids, happy birthday wishes for kids, birthday poems
for kids, birthday gifts for kids, personalized
children's books, personalized books for kids,
personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to
say "Happy Birthday" to any child named BAILEE.
Celebrate BAILEE's birthday with a personalized
book full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes
for kids. Throughout the delightful story, adorable
animals offer birthday wishes for BAILEE, leading to
the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a different
name, do not buy this book. Search Amazon for this
birthday book by Suzanne Marshall with the name
you want or go to LiveWellMedia.com to order this
birthday book with ANY name. If you're looking for
birthday gifts for kids, this beautiful birthday book is
perfect. It features sweet rhymes and colorful
illustrations to engage and enchant children.
Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her
birthday book. My daughter turned one last month,
and she picks this birthday book out at least once a
day for me to read it to her. I plan on purchasing the
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Christmas equivalent as well! Updated review: I
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forgot I had written a review already. But after 4
months since my last review, this is still a go-to book
for my daughter. She now makes the animal sounds,
points to all the balloons, and identifies the individual
animals with sounds on the party page. ~ AC Blake
loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old and smart
as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys
laugh and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so
much! I love your books & so do my grandchildren. ~
Diane M Loved it and ordered a second one. Very
cute and personal children's book. It makes a great
birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect
1st birthday present for my niece! ~ Christina I was
very pleased and recommended it to co-workers. It
would really be a great purchase for a child with a
unique or unusual name. I will order another birthday
book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this birthday
book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday book
for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest book
for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday ~
Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy
birthday to a child, this birthday book is perfect!
Firstly, we have filled this birthday book with birthday
poems for kids. Not only are poems fun for kids, but
poems for kids can improve reading and language
skills. Secondly, children delight in hearing their
name read aloud. In fact, studies show that namePage 13/75
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children. With this in mind, this personalized birthday
book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful
and fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness,
joy and love. So inspire a child today with this
beautiful birthday book. Keywords include: happy
birthday kids, birthday book, birthday books for kids,
happy first birthday, happy 1st birthday, birthday
wishes for kids, happy birthday wishes for kids,
birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for kids,
personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts
for kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to
say "Happy Birthday" to any child named
EMMALINE. Celebrate EMMALINE's birthday with a
personalized book full of fun birthday poems and
birthday wishes for kids. Throughout the delightful
story, adorable animals offer birthday wishes for
EMMALINE, leading to the ultimate gift of love.
NOTE: If you want a different name, do not buy this
book. Search Amazon for this birthday book by
Suzanne Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with
ANY name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for
kids, this beautiful birthday book is perfect. It
features sweet rhymes and colorful illustrations to
engage and enchant children. Reviews for this
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My one year old loves her birthday book. My
daughter turned one last month, and she picks this
birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas
equivalent as well! Updated review: I forgot I had
written a review already. But after 4 months since my
last review, this is still a go-to book for my daughter.
She now makes the animal sounds, points to all the
balloons, and identifies the individual animals with
sounds on the party page. ~ AC Blake loved his
birthday book. He's 5 years old and smart as can be.
Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My grandson Lorenzo
was thrilled. To see my boys laugh and smile! ~
Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love your books
& so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved it and
ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as
well. ~ Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday
present for my niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased
and recommended it to co-workers. It would really be
a great purchase for a child with a unique or unusual
name. I will order another birthday book soon. ~
Cheryl Five Stars. Love this birthday book. ~
Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday book for little
ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest book for her
1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice
If you are looking for a way to say happy birthday to
a child, this birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have
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Not only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids
can improve reading and language skills. Secondly,
children delight in hearing their name read aloud. In
fact, studies show that name-repetition can boost
attention and self-esteem in children. With this in
mind, this personalized birthday book makes a
wonderful birthday gift for kids. Finally, not only is
this birthday book bright, colorful and fun, but it's
inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and love.
So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids,
birthday book, birthday books for kids, happy first
birthday, happy 1st birthday, birthday wishes for
kids, happy birthday wishes for kids, birthday poems
for kids, birthday gifts for kids, personalized
children's books, personalized books for kids,
personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say "Happy
Birthday" to any child named KYNLEE. Celebrate KYNLEE's
birthday with a personalized book full of fun birthday poems
and birthday wishes for kids. Throughout the delightful story,
adorable animals offer birthday wishes for KYNLEE, leading
to the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a different
name, do not buy this book. Search Amazon for this birthday
book by Suzanne Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids or birthday
books for kids, this beautiful birthday book is perfect. It
features sweet rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage
and enchant children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday
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My daughter turned one last month, and she
picks this birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas equivalent as
well! Updated review: I forgot I had written a review already.
But after 4 months since my last review, this is still a go-to
book for my daughter. She now makes the animal sounds,
points to all the balloons, and identifies the individual animals
with sounds on the party page. ~ AC Blake loved his birthday
book. He's 5 years old and smart as can be. Thanks so much.
~ Cynthia A. My grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my
boys laugh and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I
love your books & so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved
it and ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as well. ~ Kyle
W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my niece! ~
Christina I was very pleased and recommended it to coworkers. It would really be a great purchase for a child with a
unique or unusual name. I will order another birthday book
soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this birthday book. ~ Julianne
B. Very pleased. Fun birthday book for little ones. ~ Bette
Super cute. Perfect guest book for her 1st birthday party.
Cute idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice If you are looking for a way
to say happy birthday to a child, this birthday book is perfect!
Firstly, we have filled this birthday book with birthday poems
for kids. Not only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids
can improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact, studies show
that name-repetition can boost attention and self-esteem in
children. With this in mind, this personalized birthday book
makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids. Finally, not only is
this birthday book bright, colorful and fun, but it's inspirational
-- focusing on kindness, joy and love. So inspire a child today
with this beautiful birthday book. Keywords include: happy
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This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say "Happy
Birthday" to any child named HARMONI. Celebrate
HARMONI's birthday with a personalized book full of fun
birthday poems and birthday wishes for kids. Throughout the
delightful story, adorable animals offer birthday wishes for
HARMONI, leading to the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you
want a different name, do not buy this book. Search Amazon
for this birthday book by Suzanne Marshall with the name you
want or go to LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book
with ANY name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids,
this beautiful birthday book is perfect. It features sweet
rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage and enchant
children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her birthday book.
My daughter turned one last month, and she picks this
birthday book out at least once a day for me to read it to her. I
plan on purchasing the Christmas equivalent as well! Updated
review: I forgot I had written a review already. But after 4
months since my last review, this is still a go-to book for my
daughter. She now makes the animal sounds, points to all the
balloons, and identifies the individual animals with sounds on
the party page. ~ AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's 5
years old and smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A.
My grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys laugh and
smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love your books
& so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved it and ordered a
second one. Very cute and personal children's book. It makes
a great birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st
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purchase for a child with a unique or unusual name. I will
order another birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love
this birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest book for
her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice If you
are looking for a way to say happy birthday to a child, this
birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have filled this birthday
book with birthday poems for kids. Not only are poems fun for
kids, but poems for kids can improve reading and language
skills. Secondly, children delight in hearing their name read
aloud. In fact, studies show that name-repetition can boost
attention and self-esteem in children. With this in mind, this
personalized birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift
for kids. Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful
and fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday book.
Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday book,
birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy 1st
birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday wishes for
kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for kids,
personalized children's books, personalized books for kids,
personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say "Happy
Birthday" to any child named YEHUDA. Celebrate YEHUDA's
birthday with a personalized book full of fun birthday poems
and birthday wishes for kids. Throughout the delightful story,
adorable animals offer birthday wishes for YEHUDA, leading
to the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a different
name, do not buy this book. Search Amazon for this birthday
book by Suzanne Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids, this beautiful
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illustrations to
engage and enchant children. Reviews for this
Personalized Birthday Book by Suzanne Marshall My one
year old loves her birthday book. My daughter turned one last
month, and she picks this birthday book out at least once a
day for me to read it to her. I plan on purchasing the
Christmas equivalent as well! Updated review: I forgot I had
written a review already. But after 4 months since my last
review, this is still a go-to book for my daughter. She now
makes the animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and
identifies the individual animals with sounds on the party
page. ~ AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old
and smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys laugh and
smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love your books
& so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved it and ordered a
second one. Very cute and personal children's book. It makes
a great birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st
birthday present for my niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased
and recommended it to co-workers. It would really be a great
purchase for a child with a unique or unusual name. I will
order another birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love
this birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest book for
her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice If you
are looking for a way to say happy birthday to a child, this
birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have filled this birthday
book with birthday poems for kids. Not only are poems fun for
kids, but poems for kids can improve reading and language
skills. Secondly, children delight in hearing their name read
aloud. In fact, studies show that name-repetition can boost
attention and self-esteem in children. With this in mind, this
personalized birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift
for kids. Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful
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Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday book,
birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy 1st
birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday wishes for
kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for kids,
personalized children's books, personalized books for kids,
personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say "Happy
Birthday" to any child named ALESSIA. Celebrate ALESSIA's
birthday with a personalized book full of fun birthday poems
and birthday wishes for kids. Throughout the delightful story,
adorable animals offer birthday wishes for ALESSIA, leading
to the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a different
name, do not buy this book. Search Amazon for this birthday
book by Suzanne Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids, this beautiful
birthday book is perfect. It features sweet rhymes and colorful
illustrations to engage and enchant children. Reviews for this
Personalized Birthday Book by Suzanne Marshall My one
year old loves her birthday book. My daughter turned one last
month, and she picks this birthday book out at least once a
day for me to read it to her. I plan on purchasing the
Christmas equivalent as well! Updated review: I forgot I had
written a review already. But after 4 months since my last
review, this is still a go-to book for my daughter. She now
makes the animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and
identifies the individual animals with sounds on the party
page. ~ AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old
and smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys laugh and
smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love your books
& so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved it and ordered a
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card as well. ~ Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st
birthday present for my niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased
and recommended it to co-workers. It would really be a great
purchase for a child with a unique or unusual name. I will
order another birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love
this birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest book for
her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice If you
are looking for a way to say happy birthday to a child, this
birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have filled this birthday
book with birthday poems for kids. Not only are poems fun for
kids, but poems for kids can improve reading and language
skills. Secondly, children delight in hearing their name read
aloud. In fact, studies show that name-repetition can boost
attention and self-esteem in children. With this in mind, this
personalized birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift
for kids. Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful
and fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday book.
Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday book,
birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy 1st
birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday wishes for
kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for kids,
personalized children's books, personalized books for kids,
personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say "Happy
Birthday" to any child named ISAIAS. Celebrate ISAIAS'
birthday with a personalized book full of fun birthday poems
and birthday wishes for kids. Throughout the delightful story,
adorable animals offer birthday wishes for ISAIAS, leading to
the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a different name,
do not buy this book. Search Amazon for this birthday book
by Suzanne Marshall with the name you want or go to
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name. If you're
looking for birthday gifts for kids or birthday
books for kids, this beautiful birthday book is perfect. It
features sweet rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage
and enchant children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday
Book by Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her
birthday book. My daughter turned one last month, and she
picks this birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas equivalent as
well! Updated review: I forgot I had written a review already.
But after 4 months since my last review, this is still a go-to
book for my daughter. She now makes the animal sounds,
points to all the balloons, and identifies the individual animals
with sounds on the party page. ~ AC Blake loved his birthday
book. He's 5 years old and smart as can be. Thanks so much.
~ Cynthia A. My grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my
boys laugh and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I
love your books & so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved
it and ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as well. ~ Kyle
W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my niece! ~
Christina I was very pleased and recommended it to coworkers. It would really be a great purchase for a child with a
unique or unusual name. I will order another birthday book
soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this birthday book. ~ Julianne
B. Very pleased. Fun birthday book for little ones. ~ Bette
Super cute. Perfect guest book for her 1st birthday party.
Cute idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice If you are looking for a way
to say happy birthday to a child, this birthday book is perfect!
Firstly, we have filled this birthday book with birthday poems
for kids. Not only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids
can improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact, studies show
that name-repetition can boost attention and self-esteem in
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this birthday book bright, colorful and fun, but it's inspirational
-- focusing on kindness, joy and love. So inspire a child today
with this beautiful birthday book. Keywords include: happy
birthday kids, birthday book, birthday books for kids, happy
first birthday, happy 1st birthday, birthday wishes for kids,
happy birthday wishes for kids, birthday poems for kids,
birthday gifts for kids, personalized children's books,
personalized books for kids, personalized books,
personalized gifts, gifts for kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say "Happy
Birthday" to any child named LORELAI. Celebrate LORELAI's
birthday with a personalized book full of fun birthday poems
and birthday wishes for kids. Throughout the delightful story,
adorable animals offer birthday wishes for LORELAI, leading
to the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a different
name, do not buy this book. Search Amazon for this birthday
book by Suzanne Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids or birthday
books for kids, this beautiful birthday book is perfect. It
features sweet rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage
and enchant children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday
Book by Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her
birthday book. My daughter turned one last month, and she
picks this birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas equivalent as
well! Updated review: I forgot I had written a review already.
But after 4 months since my last review, this is still a go-to
book for my daughter. She now makes the animal sounds,
points to all the balloons, and identifies the individual animals
with sounds on the party page. ~ AC Blake loved his birthday
book. He's 5 years old and smart as can be. Thanks so much.
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boys laugh and
smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I
love your books & so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved
it and ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as well. ~ Kyle
W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my niece! ~
Christina I was very pleased and recommended it to coworkers. It would really be a great purchase for a child with a
unique or unusual name. I will order another birthday book
soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this birthday book. ~ Julianne
B. Very pleased. Fun birthday book for little ones. ~ Bette
Super cute. Perfect guest book for her 1st birthday party.
Cute idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice If you are looking for a way
to say happy birthday to a child, this birthday book is perfect!
Firstly, we have filled this birthday book with birthday poems
for kids. Not only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids
can improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact, studies show
that name-repetition can boost attention and self-esteem in
children. With this in mind, this personalized birthday book
makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids. Finally, not only is
this birthday book bright, colorful and fun, but it's inspirational
-- focusing on kindness, joy and love. So inspire a child today
with this beautiful birthday book. Keywords include: happy
birthday kids, birthday book, birthday books for kids, happy
first birthday, happy 1st birthday, birthday wishes for kids,
happy birthday wishes for kids, birthday poems for kids,
birthday gifts for kids, personalized children's books,
personalized books for kids, personalized books,
personalized gifts, gifts for kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say "Happy
Birthday" to any child named JUDSON. Celebrate JUDSON's
birthday with a personalized book full of fun birthday poems
and birthday wishes for kids. Throughout the delightful story,
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to the ultimate
gift of love. NOTE: If you want a different
name, do not buy this book. Search Amazon for this birthday
book by Suzanne Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids, this beautiful
birthday book is perfect. It features sweet rhymes and colorful
illustrations to engage and enchant children. Reviews for this
Personalized Birthday Book by Suzanne Marshall My one
year old loves her birthday book. My daughter turned one last
month, and she picks this birthday book out at least once a
day for me to read it to her. I plan on purchasing the
Christmas equivalent as well! Updated review: I forgot I had
written a review already. But after 4 months since my last
review, this is still a go-to book for my daughter. She now
makes the animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and
identifies the individual animals with sounds on the party
page. ~ AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old
and smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys laugh and
smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love your books
& so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved it and ordered a
second one. Very cute and personal children's book. It makes
a great birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st
birthday present for my niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased
and recommended it to co-workers. It would really be a great
purchase for a child with a unique or unusual name. I will
order another birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love
this birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest book for
her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice If you
are looking for a way to say happy birthday to a child, this
birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have filled this birthday
book with birthday poems for kids. Not only are poems fun for
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skills. Secondly,
children delight in hearing their name read
aloud. In fact, studies show that name-repetition can boost
attention and self-esteem in children. With this in mind, this
personalized birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift
for kids. Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful
and fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday book.
Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday book,
birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy 1st
birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday wishes for
kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for kids,
personalized children's books, personalized books for kids,
personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say "Happy
Birthday" to any child named KAYA. Celebrate KAYA's
birthday with a personalized book full of fun birthday poems
and birthday wishes for kids. Throughout the delightful story,
adorable animals offer birthday wishes for KAYA, leading to
the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a different name,
do not buy this book. Search Amazon for this birthday book
by Suzanne Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids, this beautiful
birthday book is perfect. It features sweet rhymes and colorful
illustrations to engage and enchant children. Reviews for this
Personalized Birthday Book by Suzanne Marshall My one
year old loves her birthday book. My daughter turned one last
month, and she picks this birthday book out at least once a
day for me to read it to her. I plan on purchasing the
Christmas equivalent as well! Updated review: I forgot I had
written a review already. But after 4 months since my last
review, this is still a go-to book for my daughter. She now
makes the animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and
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and smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys laugh and
smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love your books
& so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved it and ordered a
second one. Very cute and personal children's book. It makes
a great birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st
birthday present for my niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased
and recommended it to co-workers. It would really be a great
purchase for a child with a unique or unusual name. I will
order another birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love
this birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest book for
her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice If you
are looking for a way to say happy birthday to a child, this
birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have filled this birthday
book with birthday poems for kids. Not only are poems fun for
kids, but poems for kids can improve reading and language
skills. Secondly, children delight in hearing their name read
aloud. In fact, studies show that name-repetition can boost
attention and self-esteem in children. With this in mind, this
personalized birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift
for kids. Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful
and fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday book.
Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday book,
birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy 1st
birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday wishes for
kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for kids,
personalized children's books, personalized books for kids,
personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for kids.

This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say
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Celebrate KONNOR's
birthday with a personalized book
full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes for kids.
Throughout the delightful story, adorable animals offer
birthday wishes for KONNOR, leading to the ultimate gift
of love. NOTE: If you want a different name, do not buy
this book. Search Amazon for this birthday book by
Suzanne Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids, this
beautiful birthday book is perfect. It features sweet
rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage and enchant
children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her birthday
book. My daughter turned one last month, and she picks
this birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas equivalent
as well! Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this is
still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes the
animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and identifies
the individual animals with sounds on the party page. ~
AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old and
smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys laugh
and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love
your books & so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved
it and ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as well. ~
Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my
niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased and recommended
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child with a unique or unusual name. I will order another
birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this
birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest
book for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday
~ Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy birthday
to a child, this birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have
filled this birthday book with birthday poems for kids. Not
only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can
improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact, studies
show that name-repetition can boost attention and selfesteem in children. With this in mind, this personalized
birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful and
fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday
book, birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy
1st birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday
wishes for kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for
kids, personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for
kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say
"Happy Birthday" to any child named MISAEL. Celebrate
MISAEL's birthday with a personalized book full of fun
birthday poems and birthday wishes for kids. Throughout
the delightful story, adorable animals offer birthday
wishes for MISAEL, leading to the ultimate gift of love.
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book. Search Amazon for this birthday book by Suzanne
Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids, this
beautiful birthday book is perfect. It features sweet
rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage and enchant
children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her birthday
book. My daughter turned one last month, and she picks
this birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas equivalent
as well! Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this is
still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes the
animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and identifies
the individual animals with sounds on the party page. ~
AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old and
smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys laugh
and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love
your books & so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved
it and ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as well. ~
Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my
niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased and recommended
it to co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
child with a unique or unusual name. I will order another
birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this
birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest
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~ Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy birthday
to a child, this birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have
filled this birthday book with birthday poems for kids. Not
only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can
improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact, studies
show that name-repetition can boost attention and selfesteem in children. With this in mind, this personalized
birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful and
fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday
book, birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy
1st birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday
wishes for kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for
kids, personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for
kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say
"Happy Birthday" to any child named EDISON. Celebrate
EDISON's birthday with a personalized book full of fun
birthday poems and birthday wishes for kids. Throughout
the delightful story, adorable animals offer birthday
wishes for EDISON, leading to the ultimate gift of love.
NOTE: If you want a different name, do not buy this
book. Search Amazon for this birthday book by Suzanne
Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids or
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perfect. It features sweet rhymes and colorful illustrations
to engage and enchant children. Reviews for this
Personalized Birthday Book by Suzanne Marshall My
one year old loves her birthday book. My daughter
turned one last month, and she picks this birthday book
out at least once a day for me to read it to her. I plan on
purchasing the Christmas equivalent as well! Updated
review: I forgot I had written a review already. But after 4
months since my last review, this is still a go-to book for
my daughter. She now makes the animal sounds, points
to all the balloons, and identifies the individual animals
with sounds on the party page. ~ AC Blake loved his
birthday book. He's 5 years old and smart as can be.
Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My grandson Lorenzo
was thrilled. To see my boys laugh and smile! ~
Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love your books &
so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved it and ordered
a second one. Very cute and personal children's book. It
makes a great birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five
Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my niece! ~
Christina I was very pleased and recommended it to coworkers. It would really be a great purchase for a child
with a unique or unusual name. I will order another
birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this
birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest
book for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday
~ Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy birthday
to a child, this birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have
filled this birthday book with birthday poems for kids. Not
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improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact, studies
show that name-repetition can boost attention and selfesteem in children. With this in mind, this personalized
birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful and
fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday
book, birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy
1st birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday
wishes for kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for
kids, personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for
kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say
"Happy Birthday" to any child named SOREN. Celebrate
SOREN's birthday with a personalized book full of fun
birthday poems and birthday wishes for kids. Throughout
the delightful story, adorable animals offer birthday
wishes for SOREN, leading to the ultimate gift of love.
NOTE: If you want a different name, do not buy this
book. Search Amazon for this birthday book by Suzanne
Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids, this
beautiful birthday book is perfect. It features sweet
rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage and enchant
children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her birthday
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this birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas equivalent
as well! Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this is
still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes the
animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and identifies
the individual animals with sounds on the party page. ~
AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old and
smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys laugh
and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love
your books & so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved
it and ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as well. ~
Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my
niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased and recommended
it to co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
child with a unique or unusual name. I will order another
birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this
birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest
book for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday
~ Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy birthday
to a child, this birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have
filled this birthday book with birthday poems for kids. Not
only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can
improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact, studies
show that name-repetition can boost attention and selfesteem in children. With this in mind, this personalized
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Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful and
fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday
book, birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy
1st birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday
wishes for kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for
kids, personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for
kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say
"Happy Birthday" to any child named KAISER. Celebrate
KAISER's birthday with a personalized book full of fun
birthday poems and birthday wishes for kids. Throughout
the delightful story, adorable animals offer birthday
wishes for KAISER, leading to the ultimate gift of love.
NOTE: If you want a different name, do not buy this
book. Search Amazon for this birthday book by Suzanne
Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids, this
beautiful birthday book is perfect. It features sweet
rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage and enchant
children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her birthday
book. My daughter turned one last month, and she picks
this birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas equivalent
as well! Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this is
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animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and identifies
the individual animals with sounds on the party page. ~
AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old and
smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys laugh
and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love
your books & so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved
it and ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as well. ~
Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my
niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased and recommended
it to co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
child with a unique or unusual name. I will order another
birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this
birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest
book for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday
~ Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy birthday
to a child, this birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have
filled this birthday book with birthday poems for kids. Not
only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can
improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact, studies
show that name-repetition can boost attention and selfesteem in children. With this in mind, this personalized
birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful and
fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday
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1st birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday
wishes for kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for
kids, personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for
kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say
"Happy Birthday" to any child named TALIYAH.
Celebrate TALIYAH's birthday with a personalized book
full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes for kids.
Throughout the delightful story, adorable animals offer
birthday wishes for TALIYAH, leading to the ultimate gift
of love. NOTE: If you want a different name, do not buy
this book. Search Amazon for this birthday book by
Suzanne Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids, this
beautiful birthday book is perfect. It features sweet
rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage and enchant
children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her birthday
book. My daughter turned one last month, and she picks
this birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas equivalent
as well! Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this is
still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes the
animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and identifies
the individual animals with sounds on the party page. ~
AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old and
smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
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and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love
your books & so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved
it and ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as well. ~
Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my
niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased and recommended
it to co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
child with a unique or unusual name. I will order another
birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this
birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest
book for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday
~ Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy birthday
to a child, this birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have
filled this birthday book with birthday poems for kids. Not
only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can
improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact, studies
show that name-repetition can boost attention and selfesteem in children. With this in mind, this personalized
birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful and
fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday
book, birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy
1st birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday
wishes for kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for
kids, personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for
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"Happy Birthday" to any child named KOA. Celebrate
KOA's birthday with a personalized book full of fun
birthday poems and birthday wishes for kids. Throughout
the delightful story, adorable animals offer birthday
wishes for KOA, leading to the ultimate gift of love.
NOTE: If you want a different name, do not buy this
book. Search Amazon for this birthday book by Suzanne
Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids, this
beautiful birthday book is perfect. It features sweet
rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage and enchant
children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her birthday
book. My daughter turned one last month, and she picks
this birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas equivalent
as well! Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this is
still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes the
animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and identifies
the individual animals with sounds on the party page. ~
AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old and
smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys laugh
and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love
your books & so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved
it and ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as well. ~
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niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased and recommended
it to co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
child with a unique or unusual name. I will order another
birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this
birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest
book for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday
~ Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy birthday
to a child, this birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have
filled this birthday book with birthday poems for kids. Not
only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can
improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact, studies
show that name-repetition can boost attention and selfesteem in children. With this in mind, this personalized
birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful and
fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday
book, birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy
1st birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday
wishes for kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for
kids, personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for
kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say
"Happy Birthday" to any child named SELENE.
Celebrate SELENE's birthday with a personalized book
full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes for kids.
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birthday wishes for SELENE, leading to the ultimate gift
of love. NOTE: If you want a different name, do not buy
this book. Search Amazon for this birthday book by
Suzanne Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids, this
beautiful birthday book is perfect. It features sweet
rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage and enchant
children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her birthday
book. My daughter turned one last month, and she picks
this birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas equivalent
as well! Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this is
still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes the
animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and identifies
the individual animals with sounds on the party page. ~
AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old and
smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys laugh
and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love
your books & so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved
it and ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as well. ~
Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my
niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased and recommended
it to co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
child with a unique or unusual name. I will order another
birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this
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book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest
book for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday
~ Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy birthday
to a child, this birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have
filled this birthday book with birthday poems for kids. Not
only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can
improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact, studies
show that name-repetition can boost attention and selfesteem in children. With this in mind, this personalized
birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful and
fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday
book, birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy
1st birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday
wishes for kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for
kids, personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for
kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say
"Happy Birthday" to any child named MAXIMO.
Celebrate MAXIMO's birthday with a personalized book
full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes for kids.
Throughout the delightful story, adorable animals offer
birthday wishes for MAXIMO, leading to the ultimate gift
of love. NOTE: If you want a different name, do not buy
this book. Search Amazon for this birthday book by
Suzanne Marshall with the name you want or go to
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name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids, this
beautiful birthday book is perfect. It features sweet
rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage and enchant
children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her birthday
book. My daughter turned one last month, and she picks
this birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas equivalent
as well! Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this is
still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes the
animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and identifies
the individual animals with sounds on the party page. ~
AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old and
smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys laugh
and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love
your books & so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved
it and ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as well. ~
Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my
niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased and recommended
it to co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
child with a unique or unusual name. I will order another
birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this
birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest
book for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday
~ Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy birthday
to a child, this birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have
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only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can
improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact, studies
show that name-repetition can boost attention and selfesteem in children. With this in mind, this personalized
birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful and
fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday
book, birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy
1st birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday
wishes for kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for
kids, personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for
kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say
"Happy Birthday" to any child named ALAYAH.
Celebrate ALAYAH's birthday with a personalized book
full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes for kids.
Throughout the delightful story, adorable animals offer
birthday wishes for ALAYAH, leading to the ultimate gift
of love. NOTE: If you want a different name, do not buy
this book. Search Amazon for this birthday book by
Suzanne Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids or
birthday books for kids, this beautiful birthday book is
perfect. It features sweet rhymes and colorful illustrations
to engage and enchant children. Reviews for this
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one year old loves her birthday book. My daughter
turned one last month, and she picks this birthday book
out at least once a day for me to read it to her. I plan on
purchasing the Christmas equivalent as well! Updated
review: I forgot I had written a review already. But after 4
months since my last review, this is still a go-to book for
my daughter. She now makes the animal sounds, points
to all the balloons, and identifies the individual animals
with sounds on the party page. ~ AC Blake loved his
birthday book. He's 5 years old and smart as can be.
Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My grandson Lorenzo
was thrilled. To see my boys laugh and smile! ~
Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love your books &
so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved it and ordered
a second one. Very cute and personal children's book. It
makes a great birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five
Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my niece! ~
Christina I was very pleased and recommended it to coworkers. It would really be a great purchase for a child
with a unique or unusual name. I will order another
birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this
birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest
book for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday
~ Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy birthday
to a child, this birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have
filled this birthday book with birthday poems for kids. Not
only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can
improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact, studies
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esteem in children. With this in mind, this personalized
birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful and
fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday
book, birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy
1st birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday
wishes for kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for
kids, personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for
kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say
"Happy Birthday" to any child named AGUSTIN.
Celebrate AGUSTIN's birthday with a personalized book
full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes for kids.
Throughout the delightful story, adorable animals offer
birthday wishes for AGUSTIN, leading to the ultimate gift
of love. NOTE: If you want a different name, do not buy
this book. Search Amazon for this birthday book by
Suzanne Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids, this
beautiful birthday book is perfect. It features sweet
rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage and enchant
children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her birthday
book. My daughter turned one last month, and she picks
this birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas equivalent
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already. But after 4 months since my last review, this is
still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes the
animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and identifies
the individual animals with sounds on the party page. ~
AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old and
smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys laugh
and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love
your books & so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved
it and ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as well. ~
Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my
niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased and recommended
it to co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
child with a unique or unusual name. I will order another
birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this
birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest
book for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday
~ Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy birthday
to a child, this birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have
filled this birthday book with birthday poems for kids. Not
only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can
improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact, studies
show that name-repetition can boost attention and selfesteem in children. With this in mind, this personalized
birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful and
fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
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book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday
book, birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy
1st birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday
wishes for kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for
kids, personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for
kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say
"Happy Birthday" to any child named MEILANI.
Celebrate MEILANI's birthday with a personalized book
full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes for kids.
Throughout the delightful story, adorable animals offer
birthday wishes for MEILANI, leading to the ultimate gift
of love. NOTE: If you want a different name, do not buy
this book. Search Amazon for this birthday book by
Suzanne Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids, this
beautiful birthday book is perfect. It features sweet
rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage and enchant
children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her birthday
book. My daughter turned one last month, and she picks
this birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas equivalent
as well! Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this is
still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes the
animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and identifies
the individual animals with sounds on the party page. ~
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smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys laugh
and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love
your books & so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved
it and ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as well. ~
Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my
niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased and recommended
it to co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
child with a unique or unusual name. I will order another
birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this
birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest
book for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday
~ Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy birthday
to a child, this birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have
filled this birthday book with birthday poems for kids. Not
only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can
improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact, studies
show that name-repetition can boost attention and selfesteem in children. With this in mind, this personalized
birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful and
fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday
book, birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy
1st birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday
wishes for kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for
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This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say
"Happy Birthday" to any child named MELINA. Celebrate
MELINA's birthday with a personalized book full of fun
birthday poems and birthday wishes for kids. Throughout
the delightful story, adorable animals offer birthday
wishes for MELINA, leading to the ultimate gift of love.
NOTE: If you want a different name, do not buy this
book. Search Amazon for this birthday book by Suzanne
Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids, this
beautiful birthday book is perfect. It features sweet
rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage and enchant
children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her birthday
book. My daughter turned one last month, and she picks
this birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas equivalent
as well! Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this is
still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes the
animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and identifies
the individual animals with sounds on the party page. ~
AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old and
smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys laugh
and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love
your books & so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved
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children's book.
It makes a great birthday card as well. ~
Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my
niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased and recommended
it to co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
child with a unique or unusual name. I will order another
birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this
birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest
book for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday
~ Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy birthday
to a child, this birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have
filled this birthday book with birthday poems for kids. Not
only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can
improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact, studies
show that name-repetition can boost attention and selfesteem in children. With this in mind, this personalized
birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful and
fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday
book, birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy
1st birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday
wishes for kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for
kids, personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for
kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say
"Happy Birthday" to any child named CAYSON.
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full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes for kids.
Throughout the delightful story, adorable animals offer
birthday wishes for CAYSON, leading to the ultimate gift
of love. NOTE: If you want a different name, do not buy
this book. Search Amazon for this birthday book by
Suzanne Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids, this
beautiful birthday book is perfect. It features sweet
rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage and enchant
children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her birthday
book. My daughter turned one last month, and she picks
this birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas equivalent
as well! Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this is
still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes the
animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and identifies
the individual animals with sounds on the party page. ~
AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old and
smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys laugh
and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love
your books & so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved
it and ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as well. ~
Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my
niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased and recommended
it to co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
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birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this
birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest
book for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday
~ Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy birthday
to a child, this birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have
filled this birthday book with birthday poems for kids. Not
only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can
improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact, studies
show that name-repetition can boost attention and selfesteem in children. With this in mind, this personalized
birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful and
fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday
book, birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy
1st birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday
wishes for kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for
kids, personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for
kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say
"Happy Birthday" to any child named ART. Celebrate
ART's birthday with a personalized book full of fun
birthday poems and birthday wishes for kids. Throughout
the delightful story, adorable animals offer birthday
wishes for ART, leading to the ultimate gift of love.
NOTE: If you want a different name, do not buy this
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Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids, this
beautiful birthday book is perfect. It features sweet
rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage and enchant
children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her birthday
book. My daughter turned one last month, and she picks
this birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas equivalent
as well! Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this is
still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes the
animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and identifies
the individual animals with sounds on the party page. ~
AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old and
smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys laugh
and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love
your books & so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved
it and ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as well. ~
Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my
niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased and recommended
it to co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
child with a unique or unusual name. I will order another
birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this
birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest
book for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday
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to a child, this birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have
filled this birthday book with birthday poems for kids. Not
only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can
improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact, studies
show that name-repetition can boost attention and selfesteem in children. With this in mind, this personalized
birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful and
fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday
book, birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy
1st birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday
wishes for kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for
kids, personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for
kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to say
"Happy Birthday" to any child named ARELY. Celebrate
ARELY's birthday with a personalized book full of fun
birthday poems and birthday wishes for kids. Throughout
the delightful story, adorable animals offer birthday
wishes for ARELY, leading to the ultimate gift of love.
NOTE: If you want a different name, do not buy this
book. Search Amazon for this birthday book by Suzanne
Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with ANY
name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for kids, this
beautiful birthday book is perfect. It features sweet
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children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her birthday
book. My daughter turned one last month, and she picks
this birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas equivalent
as well! Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this is
still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes the
animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and identifies
the individual animals with sounds on the party page. ~
AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old and
smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys laugh
and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love
your books & so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved
it and ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as well. ~
Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my
niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased and recommended
it to co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
child with a unique or unusual name. I will order another
birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this
birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday
book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest
book for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday
~ Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy birthday
to a child, this birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have
filled this birthday book with birthday poems for kids. Not
only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can
improve reading and language skills. Secondly, children
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show that name-repetition can boost attention and selfesteem in children. With this in mind, this personalized
birthday book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful and
fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and
love. So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids, birthday
book, birthday books for kids, happy first birthday, happy
1st birthday, birthday wishes for kids, happy birthday
wishes for kids, birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for
kids, personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for
kids.

This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to
say "Happy Birthday" to any child named YUSUF.
Celebrate YUSUF's birthday with a personalized
book full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes
for kids. Throughout the delightful story, adorable
animals offer birthday wishes for YUSUF, leading to
the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a different
name, do not buy this book. Search Amazon for this
birthday book by Suzanne Marshall with the name
you want or go to LiveWellMedia.com to order this
birthday book with ANY name. If you're looking for
birthday gifts for kids or birthday books for kids, this
beautiful birthday book is perfect. It features sweet
rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage and
enchant children. Reviews for this Personalized
Birthday Book by Suzanne Marshall My one year old
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loves her birthday book. My daughter turned one last
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month, and she picks this birthday book out at least
once a day for me to read it to her. I plan on
purchasing the Christmas equivalent as well!
Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this
is still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes
the animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and
identifies the individual animals with sounds on the
party page. ~ AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's
5 years old and smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~
Cynthia A. My grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see
my boys laugh and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you
so much! I love your books & so do my
grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved it and ordered a
second one. Very cute and personal children's book.
It makes a great birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five
Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my niece! ~
Christina I was very pleased and recommended it to
co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
child with a unique or unusual name. I will order
another birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars.
Love this birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased.
Fun birthday book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute.
Perfect guest book for her 1st birthday party. Cute
idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice If you are looking for a
way to say happy birthday to a child, this birthday
book is perfect! Firstly, we have filled this birthday
book with birthday poems for kids. Not only are
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poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can improve
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reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact,
studies show that name-repetition can boost
attention and self-esteem in children. With this in
mind, this personalized birthday book makes a
wonderful birthday gift for kids. Finally, not only is
this birthday book bright, colorful and fun, but it's
inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and love.
So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids,
birthday book, birthday books for kids, happy first
birthday, happy 1st birthday, birthday wishes for
kids, happy birthday wishes for kids, birthday poems
for kids, birthday gifts for kids, personalized
children's books, personalized books for kids,
personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to
say "Happy Birthday" to any child named WILDER.
Celebrate WILDER's birthday with a personalized
book full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes
for kids. Throughout the delightful story, adorable
animals offer birthday wishes for WILDER, leading to
the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a different
name, do not buy this book. Search Amazon for this
birthday book by Suzanne Marshall with the name
you want or go to LiveWellMedia.com to order this
birthday book with ANY name. If you're looking for
birthday gifts for kids, this beautiful birthday book is
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perfect. It features sweet rhymes and colorful
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illustrations to engage and enchant children.
Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her
birthday book. My daughter turned one last month,
and she picks this birthday book out at least once a
day for me to read it to her. I plan on purchasing the
Christmas equivalent as well! Updated review: I
forgot I had written a review already. But after 4
months since my last review, this is still a go-to book
for my daughter. She now makes the animal sounds,
points to all the balloons, and identifies the individual
animals with sounds on the party page. ~ AC Blake
loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old and smart
as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys
laugh and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so
much! I love your books & so do my grandchildren. ~
Diane M Loved it and ordered a second one. Very
cute and personal children's book. It makes a great
birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect
1st birthday present for my niece! ~ Christina I was
very pleased and recommended it to co-workers. It
would really be a great purchase for a child with a
unique or unusual name. I will order another birthday
book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this birthday
book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday book
for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest book
for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday ~
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Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy
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birthday to a child, this birthday book is perfect!
Firstly, we have filled this birthday book with birthday
poems for kids. Not only are poems fun for kids, but
poems for kids can improve reading and language
skills. Secondly, children delight in hearing their
name read aloud. In fact, studies show that namerepetition can boost attention and self-esteem in
children. With this in mind, this personalized birthday
book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful
and fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness,
joy and love. So inspire a child today with this
beautiful birthday book. Keywords include: happy
birthday kids, birthday book, birthday books for kids,
happy first birthday, happy 1st birthday, birthday
wishes for kids, happy birthday wishes for kids,
birthday poems for kids, birthday gifts for kids,
personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts
for kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to
say "Happy Birthday" to any child named MARIAM.
Celebrate MARIAM's birthday with a personalized
book full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes
for kids. Throughout the delightful story, adorable
animals offer birthday wishes for MARIAM, leading
to the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a
different name, do not buy this book. Search
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with the name you want or go to LiveWellMedia.com
to order this birthday book with ANY name. If you're
looking for birthday gifts for kids or birthday books for
kids, this beautiful birthday book is perfect. It
features sweet rhymes and colorful illustrations to
engage and enchant children. Reviews for this
Personalized Birthday Book by Suzanne Marshall
My one year old loves her birthday book. My
daughter turned one last month, and she picks this
birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas
equivalent as well! Updated review: I forgot I had
written a review already. But after 4 months since my
last review, this is still a go-to book for my daughter.
She now makes the animal sounds, points to all the
balloons, and identifies the individual animals with
sounds on the party page. ~ AC Blake loved his
birthday book. He's 5 years old and smart as can be.
Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My grandson Lorenzo
was thrilled. To see my boys laugh and smile! ~
Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love your books
& so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved it and
ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as
well. ~ Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday
present for my niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased
and recommended it to co-workers. It would really be
a great purchase for a child with a unique or unusual
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name. I will order another birthday book soon. ~
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Cheryl Five Stars. Love this birthday book. ~
Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday book for little
ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest book for her
1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice
If you are looking for a way to say happy birthday to
a child, this birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have
filled this birthday book with birthday poems for kids.
Not only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids
can improve reading and language skills. Secondly,
children delight in hearing their name read aloud. In
fact, studies show that name-repetition can boost
attention and self-esteem in children. With this in
mind, this personalized birthday book makes a
wonderful birthday gift for kids. Finally, not only is
this birthday book bright, colorful and fun, but it's
inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and love.
So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids,
birthday book, birthday books for kids, happy first
birthday, happy 1st birthday, birthday wishes for
kids, happy birthday wishes for kids, birthday poems
for kids, birthday gifts for kids, personalized
children's books, personalized books for kids,
personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to
say "Happy Birthday" to any child named BENTON.
Celebrate BENTON's birthday with a personalized
book full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes
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for kids. Throughout the delightful story, adorable
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animals offer birthday wishes for BENTON, leading
to the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a
different name, do not buy this book. Search
Amazon for this birthday book by Suzanne Marshall
with the name you want or go to LiveWellMedia.com
to order this birthday book with ANY name. If you're
looking for birthday gifts for kids, this beautiful
birthday book is perfect. It features sweet rhymes
and colorful illustrations to engage and enchant
children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday
Book by Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves
her birthday book. My daughter turned one last
month, and she picks this birthday book out at least
once a day for me to read it to her. I plan on
purchasing the Christmas equivalent as well!
Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this
is still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes
the animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and
identifies the individual animals with sounds on the
party page. ~ AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's
5 years old and smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~
Cynthia A. My grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see
my boys laugh and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you
so much! I love your books & so do my
grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved it and ordered a
second one. Very cute and personal children's book.
It makes a great birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five
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Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my niece! ~
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Christina I was very pleased and recommended it to
co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
child with a unique or unusual name. I will order
another birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars.
Love this birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased.
Fun birthday book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute.
Perfect guest book for her 1st birthday party. Cute
idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice If you are looking for a
way to say happy birthday to a child, this birthday
book is perfect! Firstly, we have filled this birthday
book with birthday poems for kids. Not only are
poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can improve
reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact,
studies show that name-repetition can boost
attention and self-esteem in children. With this in
mind, this personalized birthday book makes a
wonderful birthday gift for kids. Finally, not only is
this birthday book bright, colorful and fun, but it's
inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and love.
So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids,
birthday book, birthday books for kids, happy first
birthday, happy 1st birthday, birthday wishes for
kids, happy birthday wishes for kids, birthday poems
for kids, birthday gifts for kids, personalized
children's books, personalized books for kids,
personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for kids.
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This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to
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say "Happy Birthday" to any child named MYLAH.
Celebrate MYLAH's birthday with a personalized
book full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes
for kids. Throughout the delightful story, adorable
animals offer birthday wishes for MYLAH, leading to
the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a different
name, do not buy this book. Search Amazon for this
birthday book by Suzanne Marshall with the name
you want or go to LiveWellMedia.com to order this
birthday book with ANY name. If you're looking for
birthday gifts for kids, this beautiful birthday book is
perfect. It features sweet rhymes and colorful
illustrations to engage and enchant children.
Reviews for this Personalized Birthday Book by
Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves her
birthday book. My daughter turned one last month,
and she picks this birthday book out at least once a
day for me to read it to her. I plan on purchasing the
Christmas equivalent as well! Updated review: I
forgot I had written a review already. But after 4
months since my last review, this is still a go-to book
for my daughter. She now makes the animal sounds,
points to all the balloons, and identifies the individual
animals with sounds on the party page. ~ AC Blake
loved his birthday book. He's 5 years old and smart
as can be. Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My
grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see my boys
laugh and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you so
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Diane M Loved it and ordered a second one. Very
cute and personal children's book. It makes a great
birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect
1st birthday present for my niece! ~ Christina I was
very pleased and recommended it to co-workers. It
would really be a great purchase for a child with a
unique or unusual name. I will order another birthday
book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars. Love this birthday
book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday book
for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest book
for her 1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday ~
Alice If you are looking for a way to say happy
birthday to a child, this birthday book is perfect!
Firstly, we have filled this birthday book with birthday
poems for kids. Not only are poems fun for kids, but
poems for kids can improve reading and language
skills. Secondly, children delight in hearing their
name read aloud. In fact, studies show that namerepetition can boost attention and self-esteem in
children. With this in mind, this personalized birthday
book makes a wonderful birthday gift for kids.
Finally, not only is this birthday book bright, colorful
and fun, but it's inspirational -- focusing on kindness,
joy and love. So inspire a child today with this
beautiful birthday book. Keywords include: happy
birthday kids, birthday book, birthday books for kids,
happy first birthday, happy 1st birthday, birthday
wishes for kids, happy birthday wishes for kids,
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personalized children's books, personalized books
for kids, personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts
for kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to
say "Happy Birthday" to any child named
VALENTIN. Celebrate VALENTIN's birthday with a
personalized book full of fun birthday poems and
birthday wishes for kids. Throughout the delightful
story, adorable animals offer birthday wishes for
VALENTIN, leading to the ultimate gift of love.
NOTE: If you want a different name, do not buy this
book. Search Amazon for this birthday book by
Suzanne Marshall with the name you want or go to
LiveWellMedia.com to order this birthday book with
ANY name. If you're looking for birthday gifts for
kids, this beautiful birthday book is perfect. It
features sweet rhymes and colorful illustrations to
engage and enchant children. Reviews for this
Personalized Birthday Book by Suzanne Marshall
My one year old loves her birthday book. My
daughter turned one last month, and she picks this
birthday book out at least once a day for me to read
it to her. I plan on purchasing the Christmas
equivalent as well! Updated review: I forgot I had
written a review already. But after 4 months since my
last review, this is still a go-to book for my daughter.
She now makes the animal sounds, points to all the
balloons, and identifies the individual animals with
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sounds on the party page. ~ AC Blake loved his
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birthday book. He's 5 years old and smart as can be.
Thanks so much. ~ Cynthia A. My grandson Lorenzo
was thrilled. To see my boys laugh and smile! ~
Cassandra H. Thank you so much! I love your books
& so do my grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved it and
ordered a second one. Very cute and personal
children's book. It makes a great birthday card as
well. ~ Kyle W Five Stars. Perfect 1st birthday
present for my niece! ~ Christina I was very pleased
and recommended it to co-workers. It would really be
a great purchase for a child with a unique or unusual
name. I will order another birthday book soon. ~
Cheryl Five Stars. Love this birthday book. ~
Julianne B. Very pleased. Fun birthday book for little
ones. ~ Bette Super cute. Perfect guest book for her
1st birthday party. Cute idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice
If you are looking for a way to say happy birthday to
a child, this birthday book is perfect! Firstly, we have
filled this birthday book with birthday poems for kids.
Not only are poems fun for kids, but poems for kids
can improve reading and language skills. Secondly,
children delight in hearing their name read aloud. In
fact, studies show that name-repetition can boost
attention and self-esteem in children. With this in
mind, this personalized birthday book makes a
wonderful birthday gift for kids. Finally, not only is
this birthday book bright, colorful and fun, but it's
inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and love.
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So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
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book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids,
birthday book, birthday books for kids, happy first
birthday, happy 1st birthday, birthday wishes for
kids, happy birthday wishes for kids, birthday poems
for kids, birthday gifts for kids, personalized
children's books, personalized books for kids,
personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to
say "Happy Birthday" to any child named KOLTEN.
Celebrate KOLTEN's birthday with a personalized
book full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes
for kids. Throughout the delightful story, adorable
animals offer birthday wishes for KOLTEN, leading
to the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a
different name, do not buy this book. Search
Amazon for this birthday book by Suzanne Marshall
with the name you want or go to LiveWellMedia.com
to order this birthday book with ANY name. If you're
looking for birthday gifts for kids, this beautiful
birthday book is perfect. It features sweet rhymes
and colorful illustrations to engage and enchant
children. Reviews for this Personalized Birthday
Book by Suzanne Marshall My one year old loves
her birthday book. My daughter turned one last
month, and she picks this birthday book out at least
once a day for me to read it to her. I plan on
purchasing the Christmas equivalent as well!
Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
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already. But after 4 months since my last review, this
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is still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes
the animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and
identifies the individual animals with sounds on the
party page. ~ AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's
5 years old and smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~
Cynthia A. My grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see
my boys laugh and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you
so much! I love your books & so do my
grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved it and ordered a
second one. Very cute and personal children's book.
It makes a great birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five
Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my niece! ~
Christina I was very pleased and recommended it to
co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
child with a unique or unusual name. I will order
another birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars.
Love this birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased.
Fun birthday book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute.
Perfect guest book for her 1st birthday party. Cute
idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice If you are looking for a
way to say happy birthday to a child, this birthday
book is perfect! Firstly, we have filled this birthday
book with birthday poems for kids. Not only are
poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can improve
reading and language skills. Secondly, children
delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact,
studies show that name-repetition can boost
attention and self-esteem in children. With this in
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mind, this personalized birthday book makes a
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wonderful birthday gift for kids. Finally, not only is
this birthday book bright, colorful and fun, but it's
inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and love.
So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids,
birthday book, birthday books for kids, happy first
birthday, happy 1st birthday, birthday wishes for
kids, happy birthday wishes for kids, birthday poems
for kids, birthday gifts for kids, personalized
children's books, personalized books for kids,
personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for kids.
This personalized birthday book is a joyful way to
say "Happy Birthday" to any child named SKYLA.
Celebrate SKYLA's birthday with a personalized
book full of fun birthday poems and birthday wishes
for kids. Throughout the delightful story, adorable
animals offer birthday wishes for SKYLA, leading to
the ultimate gift of love. NOTE: If you want a different
name, do not buy this book. Search Amazon for this
birthday book by Suzanne Marshall with the name
you want or go to LiveWellMedia.com to order this
birthday book with ANY name. If you're looking for
birthday gifts for kids or birthday books for kids, this
beautiful birthday book is perfect. It features sweet
rhymes and colorful illustrations to engage and
enchant children. Reviews for this Personalized
Birthday Book by Suzanne Marshall My one year old
loves her birthday book. My daughter turned one last
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month, and she picks this birthday book out at least
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once a day for me to read it to her. I plan on
purchasing the Christmas equivalent as well!
Updated review: I forgot I had written a review
already. But after 4 months since my last review, this
is still a go-to book for my daughter. She now makes
the animal sounds, points to all the balloons, and
identifies the individual animals with sounds on the
party page. ~ AC Blake loved his birthday book. He's
5 years old and smart as can be. Thanks so much. ~
Cynthia A. My grandson Lorenzo was thrilled. To see
my boys laugh and smile! ~ Cassandra H. Thank you
so much! I love your books & so do my
grandchildren. ~ Diane M Loved it and ordered a
second one. Very cute and personal children's book.
It makes a great birthday card as well. ~ Kyle W Five
Stars. Perfect 1st birthday present for my niece! ~
Christina I was very pleased and recommended it to
co-workers. It would really be a great purchase for a
child with a unique or unusual name. I will order
another birthday book soon. ~ Cheryl Five Stars.
Love this birthday book. ~ Julianne B. Very pleased.
Fun birthday book for little ones. ~ Bette Super cute.
Perfect guest book for her 1st birthday party. Cute
idea for 1st birthday ~ Alice If you are looking for a
way to say happy birthday to a child, this birthday
book is perfect! Firstly, we have filled this birthday
book with birthday poems for kids. Not only are
poems fun for kids, but poems for kids can improve
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reading and language skills. Secondly, children
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delight in hearing their name read aloud. In fact,
studies show that name-repetition can boost
attention and self-esteem in children. With this in
mind, this personalized birthday book makes a
wonderful birthday gift for kids. Finally, not only is
this birthday book bright, colorful and fun, but it's
inspirational -- focusing on kindness, joy and love.
So inspire a child today with this beautiful birthday
book. Keywords include: happy birthday kids,
birthday book, birthday books for kids, happy first
birthday, happy 1st birthday, birthday wishes for
kids, happy birthday wishes for kids, birthday poems
for kids, birthday gifts for kids, personalized
children's books, personalized books for kids,
personalized books, personalized gifts, gifts for kids.
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